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more and" more those of the shop-keepers who were the bulk of its
resident freemen and common-councillors.
For these and other reasons the administrative changes - the char-
acteristic development of eighteenth-century London - are to be found
chiefly in the out-parishes, where the problems of poverty, sanitation
and police were greatest and where the simple parish, manorial and
county machinery of vestry, court leet and local justices had to adapt
itself to an urban population.
The improvement which took place however cannot be entirely
accounted for by the special circumstances of London, though these
undoubtedly had something to do with it. The contrast between the
earlier and later eighteenth century is marked from many directions.
The test of the change is in the death-rate, which begins to fall after
1750 and falls more rapidly after 1780. In the latter part of the century it
was no longer necessary to receive infants indiscriminately at the
Foundling Hospital to prevent their exposure and desertion or their
wholesale slaughter in workhouses or by parish nurses. The miseries of
poor children and parish apprentices began to receive attention about
me middle of the century and their position was progressively
improved. The parish poor no longer begged and starved on minute
doles.
London had become healthier; the dangers and uncertainties of life
had been lessened, partly by a change of manners, greater cleanliness,
less drinking, partly by a better police and by the reform of some gross
abuses in poor law administration. Crimes of violence were fewer and
different in kind, and there had been a great reduction in the number of
prisoners for debt. The traditional violence and brutality of the London
populace was gradually diminishing. At the end of the century it is no
longer a subject of comment by foreign visitors. Baretti noticed a
marked improvement between 1750 and i7(So;5 Sir John Fielding
in 1776 diought 'the rabble . . . much mended . . . within the last
fifty years', though * still very insolent and abusive... sometimes...
without the least appearance of a cause'.6* Francis Place was vividly
conscious of a transformation in manners between London as he re-
membered it in the seventeen-eighties (even then vastly improved since
the forties and fifties) and the London of the early nineteenth century:
* See below, p. $o, note.

